General Meeting 16 November 1962
Lakehead Amateur Radio Club
The meeting was called to order shortly after 7:30 pm with
President Bill Blennerhassett - VE3AGA in the Chair.
The previous minutes were read and passed, and the roll call
took place, getting the meeting well under way.
During the business portion of the meeting, several important
things were chewed over.
It was suggested that a letter of thanks be sent to Mr. Gentes
for his time and trouble in arranging our tour of the Radar Site.
Les Harris - VE3AYZ then said he felt we should arrange for a
tour of the Radio Range and Weather Office through Mr. S. Sumner.
This was then put in the form of a motion by Dave Kimpton VE3AVS and seconded by Stan Stanford - VE3EEC.
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Doug Hall - VE3TB then produced some mail he had received from
Mr. Eaton which concerned, partly, the introduction of a Canadian
Novice License. This was talked over briefly and then Don Brown VE3EDJ moved that the Executive make a study of the subject and
bring a report to the next regular meeting. This was seconded by
Doug Hall - VE3TB.
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President, Bill Blennerhassett - VE3AGA, then explained why
our meetings would be held in the basement hereafter, and then it
was decided that a bulletin board should be installed in our
meeting room.
Next came a captivating talk by Les Harris - VE3AYZ. He spoke
on Amateur relations with the general public, activating a TVI
Committee, designating an Emergency Coordinator and other things
relating to Emergency Operations, such as a member of the Club
taking a course on same. It was decided that something should be
done about operating the equipment at the Civil Defence Building
but nothing concrete was settled upon.
The showing of slides from the League came next, and these
were indeed very good, accompanied by a tape recorder, they
rounded out a full evening very nicely.
Following this, was our regular coffee and doughnut session,
which this week, ran competition with a fight on TV.
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